
 
 
Message from the Management Team 
 
Kia Ora, 

With the move to Level 4 due to COVID-19 on the 26th March, the OPBG team will be working from home for at 
least the next four weeks. Safety and wellbeing of all involved with our project is paramount so please look after 
yourselves, your families and others over the next few weeks. Backyard trapping at your property can continue but 
the effects of going to Level 4 means all our field work is put on hold in the short term. This pause will give us time 
to prepare for when we can restart work. 

Our team will be available to support your backyard trapping from home through videos, emails, Facebook updates 
and on the phone. 

Our staff and volunteers will be guided by the Ministry of Health guidelines 
(https://www.health.govt.nz/…/dis…/covid-19-novel-coronavirus ) . 

Keep safe and thanks for your understanding 

The OPBG team 

 
Predator Free Dunedin Update 
      
The new year saw the last of the three Predator 
Free Dunedin delivery partners up and running with 
the introduction of two new staff and eventually a 
name change from “Urban Linkage” to “City 
Sanctuary”. Catherine Hosted as the new 
operations supervisor and Kimberley Collins as the 
new community engagement facilitator bring a 
wealth of skills and experience in community 
conservation, as well as dynamism, to the Predator 
Free Dunedin (PFD) team. 
You may have met them at their stall during this 
year’s orientation week for the University, where 
they were trying to educate the public about the 
pests in the community other than students! 
 
Volunteers BBQ 
 
One of our by now regular events, our annual Volunteers BBQ took place again in mid-February at Hoopers Inlet 
Hall. This year the weather was not so kind and most of the afternoon was spent inside the hall with the fire going. 
But plenty of food and nice company made for a successful afternoon. Thank you to Marcia and Moira for their 
display of the bird monitoring transects and all the data they had at hand. 
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One particular thank you went to a special volunteer 
who has an impressive possum tally to her name, and 
deserved it’s very own recognition. Puku had to be 
prised away from any food source in order to receive 
her medal. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Guardians Update 
 
Is anyone else noticing more birds around lately? I’ve lived in my house in Andy Bay for 11 years now and the sight 
or sound of a bellbird or tui used to be a rare occurrence. About half a dozen a year seemed to be the norm. Lately 
I’ve been waking up every single day to bellbird calls and we’ll hear or see them throughout the day. On my walk 
this morning I saw three tui completely disregarding the social distancing rules as they performed an impromptu 
street concert on Tomahawk Road. And since lockdown began we’ve been treated to visits in our garden from an 
All Black –  of the fantail variety! Part of the reason could be that the birds are getting bolder due to the pause in 
activity from the human population. That seems to be the case up North where the fantails have moved into quiet 
downtown Wellington. But I have a feeling that the decrease in possum numbers down here could very well be 
making a difference for these birds. The Guardians have knocked off a total of 327 possums, plus an ever growing 
number of rats and mice. Our volunteers maintain a trapping buffer along the urban/rural divide from Tomahawk 
Lagoon up to The Cove, with a total of 62 traps operating. Philip White is a landowner in this buffer area and has 
noticed big changes. His father owned the property when possums first moved onto the Peninsula in the 1950s, 
and as the possum numbers grew the birdlife diminished. Until very recently the one Timms trap in his garden 
would regularly catch up to 80 possums a year. But now with 15 traps set in his bush area the catch rate is down to 
an average of 1 possum per month total. Fantails have returned to Philip’s home garden after a decades long hiatus. 
Bird numbers have noticeably increased and a tomtit was even spotted by one of the volunteers. Regeneration on 
the forest floor is now evident, with little two inch high baby trees sprouting up all over the show. We’re heading 
in the right direction folks!  
 



If you are interested in trapping possums in your own backyard then please get in touch via guardians@opbg.nz if 
you live in Sector 5 (Waverley/Andy Bay/Musselburgh etc) or Mike Stuart at peninsula@opbg.nz if you live in a rural 
area or in one of the Bays townships. We can’t deliver traps during the current Alert Level, but as soon as we can 
safely do so we will get them out to you. Email us to get on the waiting list today! Our host a trap project is free of 
charge and we can show you how to make the trap safe for pets and children. 
 
Rat Trap Tunnel Challenge 
 
Remember those glorious days of freedom pre-lockdown? Back when working bees were still allowed a group of 
Guardians got together at Custom Home Products on Timaru Street. This business very generously opened up its 
workshop and provided tools, expertise and the time of their own staff so we could build our first batch of rat 
trap tunnels. These tunnels are for minimising risk to pets, children and wildlife when trapping rats outside. We 
had a great production line going and managed to turn 30 fence palings into 30 beautiful wooden tunnels in just a 
few hours. Awesome work team! Right in time for them to be ready for the Harwood Trapping Workshop… but 
then of course the lockdown happened so that event was postponed (keep reading this newsletter to see where 
the tunnels ended up!). 

 
 
 

   
Gerard stapling walls together.               Derek attaching mesh end pieces. 

..  
Beth and Danette cutting mesh end pieces.     The end result loaded up and good to go. 
 



 
Having helped build these rat trap tunnels, it got me thinking… we can’t deliver any materials or traps to anyone 
right now, but there is no current lockdown on our creativity and can-do attitudes! So I set one of our newest 
Guardians a lockdown challenge; could he build a rat trap tunnel using only materials he had at home? Well, Gerard 
did a fantastic job, as you can see from the photo. His mesh was too broad so he doubled it up to make it extra 
secure. Now, Gerard had a bit of an advantage having just helped at the working bee so I tested it out on a friend 
of mine who is home with her three boys. They had a great time working together to try to find enough scraps of 
wood to cobble something together, but alas, they couldn’t find enough to reach the required lengths! And she 
was quite put out when her husband wouldn’t let her remove a paling from the fence he’d newly built – c’mon 
Allan, where’s your commitment!!?? But they enjoyed the challenge and as soon as Mitre 10 reopens they intend 
to buy a fence paling, build a tunnel and get started with backyard trapping as a family. 
 

   
Gerard’s home built lockdown rat trap tunnel. 
 
So how creative can your household bubble get? You need to make sure that the tunnel is weatherproof, is long 
enough so a cat’s paw can’t reach the trap inside (Overall length 460mm, inside length from entrance to start of 
trap 280mm), the entrance hole is 50mm by 50mm and the inside width is 100mm (so your rat trap actually fits 
inside!). Rats like to be able to see right through the tunnels, so we use mesh. But maybe a piece cut from an empty 
milk bottle could do the trick? A piece of ply with lots of holes drilled in? If you’d like me to email you the step by 
step instructions for our “top of the line” tunnels then contact me on guardians@opbg.nz. You can also check out 
these instructions for a slightly different style: https://www.doc.govt.nz/get-involved/conservation-
activities/build-a-backyard-trapping-tunnel/ 
 
Get the kids involved to decorate it with bird pictures or neon rainbows!! 
 
With everyone staying home now is the perfect time to get into backyard trapping – particularly as the weather 
gets colder and rats and mice start looking for cosy homes to move into. Most people will have rat traps lying 
around in their shed, now’s the time to dust them off. And if you don’t have any then add them to your grocery list, 
they’re available in the hardware aisle at the supermarket. 
 
Send us a photo of your completed tunnel and we’ll add it to our Facebook page. Every entry that meets the 
criteria will get a free brand new TREX rat trap delivered as soon as it’s safe to do so! 
 
OPBG Staff Working from Home 
 
Nathan McNally - Manager 
 
Going into Lockdown and having to work from home has a strangely familiar feel to it. We had only moved into the 
new Predator Free Dunedin office on Moray Place in the new year with the other PFD delivery partners so 
transitioning back to the home office was an easy change to make.  
With field operations and volunteer activities on hold for the moment myself and the team have time to reflect on 
upcoming work and revise plans to hit the ground running when we can return to work. This winter we are still 
aiming to complete a toxin operation across all possum habitat in Sectors 1, 2 and 3 (from Cape Saunders, Taiaroa 
Head and around Portobello).  
This will be followed by installing a variety of tools to monitor all pests and help with the mop-up of the remaining 
possums plus surveillance to detect possums moving back into cleared areas. These tools include new technology 



like remotely monitored traps and more traditional tools such as chew cards, wax tags and cameras. I have been 
using some of these tools in my backyard since being home based. 

 
 
Kopi the field assistant 
My new field assistant Kopi the Kuri installed one of ZIP's 
MotoLures in our suburban Dunedin backyard. The MotoLure 
deposits a small amount of a mayonnaise lure at regular intervals 
to entice critters to a trail camera. Like tracking cards and wax tags 
these can be used as a tool for detecting a range of pests. The first 
night had three visitors investigate the lure, with the possum 
caught in a Trapinator on the fifth night after first being seen on 
the camera.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

   
The three visitors to the MotoLure on the first night it was set in the yard 

 
 
Marcia Dale - Guardians Coordinator 
 
Well, they told me to work from home and I had 30 brand spanking new rat trap tunnels just sitting on my driveway. 
It seemed the only logical option was to enlist the help of my daughters to set them all up. We positioned them 
throughout our quarter acre section, baited the traps and then ran around putting traps into tunnels as it grew 
dark. My 4 year old managed to put two traps into one tunnel, so our new lockdown challenge was “find trap 55” 
(it took three days). I’ve also taken the opportunity to install a trapinator now that my garden is sadly devoid of 
curious neighbourhood children. Combined with my existing 4 traps (2 rat traps, 2 cage traps) it brings my trapline 
number up to 35. Lockdown tally stands at 1 mouse and 3 hedgehogs as of April 9th. I’ve entered the mouse catch 
into “The Great NZ lock up mouse hunt comp” on Facebook, a group set up by house bound hunters who are missing 
out on the roar this year. And of course, I’ve entered all my traps onto TrapNZ, under the trapline name “Operation 
Lockdown”.  
 
What’s your own personal lockdown tally so far? Have you run out of peanut butter and had to experiment with 
different bait? Any success? Email us and let us know how you’re getting on!  
 



   
A fairy helper baits the traps       Operation Lockdown on TrapNZ 
 

 
Operation Lockdown in full swing… 
 
Mike Stuart – Peninsula Community Coordinator 
 
All up, working from home during lock-down appears to be mostly about trying to maintaining a life balance…. 
approaching each day in the knowledge that work is only one activity among many that will help get us through our 
present crisis.  I am fortunate in that my part-time jobs have previously allowed me to schedule work around family, 
so life’s challenges carry on pretty much as normal.  The biggest difference being, as with many, that life now plays 
out in a pressure cooker, seasoned with a good helping of uncertainty. 
 
The lockdown has put an end to my part-time gardening for other people and transferred attention to my own 
overgrown hedges and woodchopping.  With regard to my OPBG work, community engagement has become 
difficult.  Backyard trapping can still occur if people are happy to maintain their own traps and can do so 
safely.  However, my own trapping activities have been limited to the deployment of traps in my own back yard 
(sometimes not so seriously) and checking two traps at a friend’s vacant section at Harwood during my daily 



walk.  OPBG is still receiving reports of possums in people’s back yards, so I am compiling a list of people to contact 
and invite to host a trap when it is safe to do so.  I was fortunate to have brought a heap of traps home before the 
lockdown, so I have kept busy numbering them in preparation for when we can again deploy them in backyards.   
 

   
Backyard saturation trapping                    Should have followed best practice… 
 
Lockdown also means that we have to celebrate the small things and I’m elated to say that this includes catching 
an elusive Harwood possum!  After detecting the possum with chew cards and filming it with a trail camera in early 
March, the male possum had eluded capture for a month. So I was very much delighted to see it hanging from the 
Trapinator on a recent daily walk around Harwood.  As it is possum mating season, the possum has probably spent 
the last month doing a circuit of Harwood ‘touching base’ with the local females.  Obviously providing an essential 
service.  I have also been spending time tanning a stoat skin that I had in the freezer…. as you do…. so the possum 
will be next on the list.  I maintain that if we can’t trap or shoot the predators during the lockdown, then at least 
we can tan their hides. 
 

   
The Harwood possum       Mike fleshing out a stoat. 
 
It is truly frustrating that possums are free to do what possums do, while we are confined to our dens.  Nevertheless, 
our collective mission is to prevent Covid-19 from killing us and once this is done, only then can we return to killing 
possums…. but with renewed vengeance!! 
 
 
 



Wanted – Rifleman sightings 
 
Did you know the Otago Peninsula is home to New Zealand’s smallest bird? The rifleman, or titipounamu, weighs a 
tiny 6g - that’s about the weight of a one dollar coin! Our annual bird count data has shown a decline in sightings 
of these fellows throughout the peninsula over the last ten years. When a bird weighs less than a mouse you know 
it’s going to be vulnerable to predation, so we want to ramp up efforts to help these guys out. We’re in the early 
stages of forming a protection plan for these tiny wee fluffballs, and the first step starts with knowing where they 
are. If you can recall seeing them anywhere on the peninsula in the last 5 years, please contact Marcia at 
guardians@opbg.nz with a description of the location. And once lockdown is over and we all run wildly into the 
fields shouting “we’re free!!” please continue to keep an eye out for them and keep the sightings coming. They’re 
often found in stands of kanuka and have a very high pitched squeaky call. 
 
 

    
South Island Rifleman. Female, Jon Sullivan (left), Male and female pair, John Barkla (right) 
 
 
Looking for ways to stay engaged with nature at home? Here’s our top two picks: 
 
inaturalist.nz 
Dip your toes into the wonderful world that is iNaturalist. Take a photo of an animal or plant, enter it onto the 
website and within minutes you’ll have a community of nature lovers at your fingertips, all helpfully identifying 
your observations. Been wondering what that unusual looking plant is in your garden? Found a strange looking 
beetle that you don’t know the name of? Chances are someone will be able to tell you what you’ve found. Even the 
common critters have interesting back stories. Did you know there are four different species of bumblebees in New 
Zealand? And that the males of our native praying mantis prefer the females of the introduced South African mantis 
– which ends terribly for them as the South African females enjoys a nice snack after mating… where was I? Oh yes, 
get outside, get snapping and get involved in the fascinating diversity of life right outside your door. Have an explore 
of our Otago Peninsula Biodiversity Group project to see what other local naturalists have been spotting. There is 
also a project going on right now called StayiNatHome which lasts the duration of lockdown. 
 
birdatlas.co.nz 
The NZ bird atlas is a nationwide citizen science bird survey over 5 years. The aim is to map bird distribution across 
the entire country. The map this will produce will guide conservation management and habitat restoration for 
decades to come. When you’re out and about in your backyard or on your local walk keep a list of the birds you see 
and hear and then submit your checklist online. If you’re unsure about which birds you are seeing then go to 
nzbirdsonline.org.nz or whatbird.co.nz for identification tips, photos and audio of bird calls. Every Friday at 1pm 
Birds NZ will be hosting live webinars to go through eBird and the Atlas and answer questions. 
 
An excellent way to stay in birding shape for the OPBG bird counts in September! 



 
 Operations Update – Bruce Kyle 
 
We’re currently in the Feb-Apr mating season, evidenced by more road kills, as males mostly move around to seek 
out consorts.  Encouragingly, the reported road kill total for 2019 was down by 43% from the 2018 total and by 52% 
from the peak total of 80 in 2017 (see graph below).  31 of the 38 road kills were reported as being in Sector 4 
(Dunedin to Portobello-Hoopers Inlet Rd).  
  

 
 
In addition, we recently recorded 60 kills from a large sweep of Sector 3 (Quarantine Point to Sheppard Road) and 
Sector 1 (Sheppard Road to the greater Cape Saunders area), with one area still to check.  We are also waiting to 
complete Wax tag monitoring of these areas, subject to Covid-19 lockdown situation.  
 
Health & Safety  
 
The most serious H&S issue at present is of course the threat of Covid19. The following is the official position 
adopted by Predator Free Dunedin and its delivery partners: 
 
“Over the past few days, we have received several enquiries from people in the community about whether they can check or 
get traps while the country is at Alert Level 4 in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Minimising the spread of COVID-19 to ensure the wellbeing of New Zealanders is our top priority. Although the work being 
carried out by Predator Free Dunedin and its delivery partners is important, it is not critical. We will strictly follow the 
guidelines and regulations being communicated by the Government.  
The following statement provides our position and advice for those doing predator control in backyards and private land or 
public land such as parks and reserves.  
New trapping in backyards and on private land 
Currently, we are not engaging with new households or landowners who want to start trapping in their backyards or on 
private land, due to the risks of:  

• Transmitting COVID-19 via equipment surfaces (including chew cards and traps).  
• Being unable to access effective health and safety training (including an induction on how to use traps).  
• People injuring themselves and not be able to receive proper medical treatment or adding unnecessary stress to the 

public health system.  
Existing trapping in backyards and on private land  
There is no obligation for people to continue with trapping in their backyards or on private land, due to the risks of:  

• Transmitting COVID-19 via equipment surfaces (including chew cards and traps).  
• People injuring themselves and not be able to receive proper medical treatment or adding unnecessary stress to the 

public health system. 



However, we understand the role that nature can play in improving mental and physical health — and that checking traps 
may be important for people’s wellbeing and maintaining a sense of normality during this stressful time.  
If you can safely check and rebait traps on your property, please continue as usual, but ensure:  

• That traps are only checked/touched by people from within the same household where you are self-isolating. 
• That you will not come within 2 metres of people from outside the same household where you are self-isolating 

while checking your trap(s).  
• You follow the hygiene practices outlined by the Ministry of Health.  
• You wear gloves when checking traps and wipe down any surfaces you come into contact with using a disinfectant 

solution. 
• If you run out of lure, don’t use anything meat or fish-based as it increases the risk of catching non-target species. 
• You get in touch before getting experimental. It’s important that we maintain best-practice techniques as best we 

can.  
Public land 
We do not condone volunteering on public land, effective immediately. This includes checking trap lines due to the risk of: 

• Transmitting COVID-19 via equipment surfaces. 
• People injuring themselves and not be able to receive proper medical treatment or adding unnecessary stress to the 

public health system.  
For further information about volunteering on public land, please refer to the Department of Conservation and the Dunedin 
City Council.” 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
THINKING ABOUT BECOMING A TRUSTEE? – PLEASE CONTACT US! WE 

WOULD LIKE TO INVITE ANYONE INTERESTED TO COME AND TALK TO US 
 

Please contact Marita at: secretary@opbg.nz 
 
 

Remember to Report-A-Peninsula-Possum – 
 

possums@opbg.nz 

Cumulative Grand Total (31/03/2020) = 19,034 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

You can still contact us on all our email addresses during the lock down and we will endeavour to reply as 
soon as we can: 
 
Nathan: manager@opbg.nz 
Bruce: operations@opbg.nz 
Marcia: guardians@opbg.nz 
Mike: peninsula@opbg.nz 
 


